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Cosmetic Surgery by Dr. Bruce Chisholm

Get the life and body you want with cosmetic procedures performed by Dr. Bruce Chisholm M.D., an experienced and accredited surgeon operating for over 25 years.
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Dr. Bruce Chisholm M.D., F.A.A.C.S., The Facelift Specialist

Dr. Chisholm’s philosophy is to artistically restore a patient’s natural appearance. Dr Bruce Chisholm M.D., F.A.A.C.S., The Facelift Specialist specializes in natural appearing facelift and facial cosmetic procedures. Dr. Chisholm has been performing facelifts and plastic surgery for the past 20 years and is a Facelift Specialist. Dr. Chisholm is one of the nation’s most experienced cosmetic surgeons and has been on staff at Eisenhower Medical Center, Department of Surgery, for the past 25 years. Dr. Chisholm has performed over 3,000 facelifts and over 45,000 plastic surgical procedures. Dr. Chisholm is known for his surgical artistry in producing a natural appearing surgical result.
The office is committed to providing excellence in care for each individual patient and patient safety is our top priority.  Our goal is to make you feel welcome in the office and enjoy a comfortable, educational visit. Our team of highly skilled professionals will guide you through each step of the treatment process.
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Meet Dr. Bruce Chisholm M.D., F.A.A.C.S.

Dr. Bruce Chisholm began his professional career completing secondary school and graduating with a 4.0 GPA. Dr. Chisholm studied chemistry and mathematics at Dalhousie University where he entered and maintained a full scholastic scholarship. Dr. Chisholm obtained his first professional doctorate from Dalhousie University. Following obtaining his first doctorate, Dr. Chisholm obtained his medical degree from LSU. Dr. Chisholm graduated at the top of his class in both programs.
Diplomat, American Board of Cosmetic Surgery/Facial Cosmetic Surgery. Diplomate, American Board of Facial Cosmetic Surgery. Diplomate, American Board of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery. Fellow, American Academy of Cosmetic Surgery. American Academy of Facial Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery. Fellow, American Society for Laser Medicine and Surgery. American Society of Maxillofacial Surgeons. Member, American Association of Physician Specialists.

Dr. Chisholm's recent publications and textbook chapters include;
	Facial Implants, Facial Augmentation and Volume Restoration, 2005.
	Adjustable Vector Deep plane Mid Facelifts, 2004.
	Facelifts, Evolution of an Esthetic Concept, 2004.
	Laser Skin Resurfacing for the Aging Face, 1998.
	Modified Supratracheal Browlift, 1996.
	Facelift, the Short Flap, 1995.

Dr. Chisholm limits his practice to plastic, cosmetic and reconstructive surgery and welcomes your visit for a complimentary consultation.
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Dr. Chisholm specializes in facelift surgery. He is one of the nation’s most experienced facelift surgeons. He has been performing facelifts for over 25 years. Dr. Chisholm believes in providing the patient with several options in face lifting from the…

Learn More About Face Lifts 
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Brow, eye, and nose procedures provide the ability to restore more youthful appearances to specific facial areas or to address natural features to achieve the look you want.

Learn More About Brows, Eyes, and Nose Procedures 
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Skin and laser services provide restorative results that bring out natural beauty often hidden by age, sun damage, or unnatural growths while hair and skin spot removal can easily enhance your natural looks without intensive procedures.

Learn More About Skin & Laser Procedures 
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Dr. Bruce Chisholm provides additional surgical procedures that provide aesthetic improvements that can rewind years of aging with satisfactory and visually pleasing results.

Learn About Our Other Cosmetic Procedures 




Financing Options

Wondering how to pay for your procedure?
Although many insurance carriers provide coverage for procedures that remedy certain medical conditions–such as breast reduction necessitated by chronic back pain–most policies will not cover elective procedures for purely cosmetic reasons. There are options available to help you get the procedures you want with the payment flexibility you need. Click on an option below to learn more or contacts us for more information.
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Dr. Chisholm made me feel unrushed and that his main concern was to satisfy my wishes. The office personnel were always gracious and helpful throughout.
- BD

I thought everyone that I came in contact with could not have been more professional and friendy. Thank you for making me feel so comfortable going through the whole procedure.
- MM

I can’t believe how good I feel & look! It’s only been 2 weeks. I know its only going to get better with time-Thank you all!
- SH

Very professional staff, pleasant experience.
- NB

Thank you for making my 30's better than my 20's.
- Kelly

Everyone in the office and nurses Renea and Angie and most of all Dr. Chisholm went out of their way to make me feel comfortable.
- LB

What a great experience thank for making it so easy.
- JE

A sincere thank you to everyone! I will not hesitate to recommend Dr. Chisholm & his entire staff.
- SG

I always feel so comfortable and at peace of mind when I visit your office. Never change!
- RR

Greatest birthday present and easier than I could have imagined.
- JE

Renae, Tracy, Sharon, Lilly, Darla were all gracious & sweet to me. Throughout my visits Dr. Chisholm was very kind and professional, very caring.
- SC

Everyone was cheerful and had a very positive attitude which made the procedures stressless. Thank you, Everyone!
- LS

I am delighted with my new/restored face. It’s a long time since I have been carded at the supermarket! The down side is that I can’t get the senior discount at the movies.
Seriously, a big thank you to you and all your staff for making the whole process much more comfortable than I had anticipated. All of you were always available for questions and the surgery itself was much less traumatic than I had thought it would be. The outcome is wonderful. I now look like how I feel….healthy and youthful.
- JR

Everyone was wonderful to me. I appreciated all the special care I was given by Dr. Chisholm and the whole beautiful staff. My husband loves my younger look. I am thrilled with my eyes, cheeks, neck and skin. Everyone thinks I look great and so natural. I am getting a lot of positives from my friends. Thank you all so much. You are the best!
- LU
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Get More Information Today
Contact the office of Dr. Bruce Chisolm today and get more information about the procedures that can enhance your image and lifestyle. We'll contact you to learn more about how we can help you realize your ideal look.







Thank you, someone will get back to you as soon as possible. 
Sorry, there was an error. Please check that you've entered the required information and try again, or contact us at 760-779-9559. 

* Indicates a required field
	 Full Name  
	 Phone Number  
	 Email Address  
	 I'm interested in... Select...
Face Lifts
Brows, Eyes, & Nose
Skin & Laser
Other Cosmetic Procedures
Other (Please describe below)

 
	 
Questions & Comments 
	
	
	Send






	             Phone: 760.779.9559

	             Fax: 760.779.5077



          Eisenhower Medical Center
Bannan Building, Suite 1208
39-300 Bob Hope Drive
Rancho Mirage, CA 92270
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